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L'Appart Fitness 

"High-intensity Fitness Regimes"

A popular chain of fitness centers with a strong presence in the country,

this L'Appart Fitness club finds itself in the heart of the city. A city icon

since the year 2007, it boasts of fluidic spaces dedicated to body-building

and cardio regimes. The fitness hub also offers those high-intensity, well-

choreographed RPM workouts that are designed around 8 challenging

workouts. Alongside, L'Appart also plays venue to group classes and

activities curated by its highly skilled team of fitness professionals.

 +33 4 7837 9316  www.l-appart.net/clubs/salle-de-

sport-lyon-2-bellecour

 81 Rue de la République, Lyon
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Wellness Sport Club 

"Fitness Meets Fun"

Be it burning those extra pounds with some invigorating Pilates sessions

or keeping it traditional with an uphill run on the treadmill, Lyon's

Wellness Sport Club appeals to everyone with varied fitness goals and

preferences. Nestled in the city's 3rd arrondissement, it boasts of a fully-

equipped cardio room, strength training circuit, Aquabiking zone and a

space dedicated to dance classes like Zumba, Step and oriental style,

among others. With over 190 fitness-based activities happening every

week, the club never disappoints even the most zealous body-building

professionals. A Jacuzzi, steam and sauna on-site promise a relaxing

retreat post an arduous workout at the fitness hub.

 +33 4 7871 0221  www.wellness-

sportclub.fr/clubs/club-lyon/

 153 Rue Vendôme, Lyon
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CrossFit Lyon 

"Restraint and Endurance"

A popular chain of well-equipped fitness studios, CrossFit enjoys a strong

presence in the French heartland. This CrossFit center finds itself in the

heart of the city and has served as a city icon since the year 2012. Find the

most advanced fitness and strength training equipment here, even as its

trained and highly experienced instructors proffer individual lessons in

weightlifting and gymnastics. Olympic bars, Parallettes, rope rings and

squat racks are other training essentials one can find at this prime city

gym.

 +33 4 3756 9204  crossfit-lyon.com/  crossfitlyon@gmail.com  50 Rue Jean Zay, Saint-

Priest
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Genae Bron 

"Fitness and Fun Come Together"

Part of a famous chain of fitness centers, this Genae Fitness Club center

lies in the heart of Bron and occupies a sprawling area of 600 square

meters (6458.35 square feet). The well-designed gym is equipped with a

host of workout and training essentials, while it also provides a conducive

environment for martial arts, dancing and other activities. Pilates, aerobics

and rowing machines exercises can also be practiced at this state-of-the-

art fitness hub.

 +33 4 7852 5995  bron.genaeclub.com/fitness-genae-

bron/

 332 Avenue General de Gaulle, Bron
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